INTRODUCTION
Consider the Hamiltonian differential systems,
Jr' (t) --[~p (~) + Q (~)1 v (t),
0 -/~ ) with In, the n × n identity matrix, P(t), over the interval R + = [0, +co), where Y = I~ 0 Q(t) are locally integrable complex-valued 2n × 2n matrices and satisfy P* = P > 0, Q = Q*, on R +. "P*" denotes b3~ the complex conjugate transport of P and inequalities of Hermitian matrices are in the positive, nonnegative sense.
We say (I) is a singular Dirac differential system if P(t) > 0, for all t E R +. In this paper, we will study the deficiency index problem of the singular linear Dirac differential system, i.e., we always suppose P(t) > 0, for all t E R +. Let L 2 be the Hilbert space of square integrable 2n-dimensional functions with the weight matrix P, i.e., L~= f:R +~C2n; f*Pf<+c~ .
(1.1)
Let AClo¢(R +) be the space of all 2n × 1 matrix-functions which are locally absolutely continuous in R +. Let H be the maximal operator generated by (I), i.e.,
D (g) = {y e n2p n dCloc (R +) ; p-1 (yy, _ Qy) e L2p}, g [y] = p-1 [yy, _ Qy], y e D (g). (1.2)
Let N+ and N_ denote the numbers of linearly independent solutions of (1.1) in L~ with )~ = v + i/t, for # > 0 and # < 0, respectively. The numbers N+ and N_ are known to be independent of the value of A in the respective upper and lower complex plane (see [ The deficiency indices of a differential operator are an important problem in the investigation of its spectra since the deficiency indices determine the number of linearly independent self-adjoint boundary conditions that one needs to get a self-adjoint extension of a minimal operator (see [1, Chapter XIII]).
We say (I) is in the limit-point (LP for short) case if there exist exactly n linearly independent solutions of H(y) = Ay in L2p, for any )~ = u + iv e C and v # O; we say (I) is in the limit cycle case (LC for short) if there exist 2n linearly independent solutions of H[y] = iky in L2p
, for ~ C C and Im A ¢ 0.
The classification of the LP and LC cases was introduced by Weyl [2] in 1910. The LP and LC cases are crucial concepts in the spectral theory of linear Hamiltonian differential systems. Since the LP case is one of the important case of deficiency indices, there is a lot of literature focusing on this problem, see [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] for scalar cases and [13, 14] for matrix valued cases. There are also some results for Dirac differential systems in [12, 15] .
The further classification of the LP case into strong and weak limit-point cases was clearly made by Everitt, Giertz and Weidmann [3, 4] in the deficiency index problem of higher-order scalar differential equations. However, strong limit-point case for differential operators was studied even earlier (see [5, 6] ). Besides, some results on the bounds of spectra and the presence of pure point spectra of symmetric differential expressions are in the strong limit-point case (cf. [7, ). In this direction, see also [8] .
In this paper, we mainly consider the LP case for higher-dimensional Dirac differential systems. Besides the LP case, we also study the strong limit-point case of (I). In Section 2, we introduce some preliminary knowledge about linear Hamiltonian differential systems and M(~) theory for singular Hamiltonian differential expressions ( [16] [17] [18] ). Some basic lemmas are given in this section. In Section 3, we prove our main results, Theorems 1-3, by using the technique of differential inequalities and M(A) theory. Theorem 1 extensively generalizes and improves the result in [15] . We should point out that in the recent publication [13] , Lesch and Malamud give a comparatively strong result (Theorem 5.2) and contains our result Theorem 1, but the proofs are different from each other. The proof in [13] is operator-theoretic in character and they only study the LP case in [13] .
Theorem 2 of this paper gives the criteria in the case of the potential matrix Q(t) is bounded below (or above) about the weight matrix P(t); Theorem 3 improve the results in [12] and take the Levinsomtype criteria of (I) as a corollary. Some examples are given to explain the main results in this paper. We can also use elements in D(H) to describe the LP case of (I). LEMMA 2.2. (See [15, 17] .) (I) is in the LP case if and only if
As an extension of the concept of the strong LP case in [4] to genera2 Hamiltonian systems, we say (I) is in the strong LP (SLP for short) case if
Of course, (2.2) coincides with the corresponding concept in [4] if (I) reduces to the second-order
differential equations for n --1. Clearly, (2.2) implies (2.1) if we write yl Y2 = lX2 --x~u2, but the converse is not valid (see [8] ).
For the relation between the SLP case of (I) and the set D(H), we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. (I) is in the SLP case if and only if
lira x*u = O, V y = (x, u) e D (H).
holds. II
We shall use M(A) theory to study the LP case of (I), the reader is refereed to [16] [17] [18] for the detail. Let ai (i = 1, 2) be n × n matrices satisfying rank (o~1, o~2) : n, ~la~' -t-azc~ = I, c~lc~ = az~. (2.5)
Let O(t, )~), ¢(t, ),) be 2n × n matrices solutions of (I) satisfying Since P(t) is nonsingular, it is clear that the "definiteness condition" holds (see [18, p. 253] ), i.e., for any nontrivial solution y = y(t) of (I),
,A)B(t,£), RI(t,A)=D-1/2(t,A).
By ( 
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Wl(t),w2(t)>o, O(t)= 03 Q2 "
Clearly, y = (x, u) C L~ implies x E L~v 1 and u C L22. It is easy to see that x*Wlx > wlx*x > wz--
Consequently,
, .
/;x*WlXfTU*W2u>_12 wv/-~--~ds , (3.11) by Schwarz inequality. Letting t -* co in (3.11), we know at least one of x ~ L~v x and u ~ L~v 2 holds. | REMARK 3. for some Cz, C2 E IR. Let
,Tit) = ds.
If for some c, 0 < ~ < 1,
Using (3.13) we get 
Re(h(t))=Re(h(O))+ [x*(Q1-C1W1)x+u*(Q2-C2W2)u] (3.1s) + /t (Clx*Wlx + C2u *W2u) + Re [ fot (X*Wzf -g*Weu)] .
Notice x,f e L 2, and u,g e L2~. Then, by (3.13), we know lira Im (h (t)) t---*oo and limt...~ Re(h(t)) exist (maybe infinity) from (3.17) and (3.18), and hence, limt--.~ h(t) exists.
We claim that limt-~c¢ I(h(t))l --0. Suppose it fails. Then, limt--.oo lih(t))] > 21 > 0, for some 1 > 0, and hence, J(h (t))J _> l, t _> T > 0, i3.19) for some T > 0. Put ~(t) = Reihit)). Notice that x, f C L21 and u, g E L2w2. It follows from (3.18), (3.19) , and (3.14) that, for t >_ T,
as t --* c~. Then, (I) is in the SLP case. where r/(t) is defined in (3.14) and Ki > 0 is a constant. Moreover, 
PROOF. Let y = ix, u) E Dill ). Set h(t) = x*(t)u(t), it follows from (3.2) that

Re(hit))=Re(h(O))+ (x*
) (
where Qa(t) c LIoe(R +) and Ql(t) = Q2(t) =-1 in Theorem 2. Since Wk(t) = (1 + t) -~k, k = 1, 2, where #k > 0, then conditions in Theorem 2 hold, for any #k > 0 with C1 = C2 = 0 and ql(t) = q2(t) =-1. So, (I) and (3.31) must be in the SLP case by Theorem 2.
In fact, Theorem 2 studies the case where Q~(t) and Q2(t) are semibounded below (or above) the weight matrix W~ (t) and W2 (t), respectively. In what follows, we will discuss another case. (Wk(t), k = 1, 2 . Suppose there exist C1, C2 E R, such that In order to prove Theorem 3, we need the following invariable property of deficiency indices under bounded perturbations.
THEOREM 3. Let wk(t) = Amin
Q1 (t) q-C1W1 (t) > -ql (t) W 1 (t), ql (t) > 0, t > 0, (3.32)
Q2(t)+C2W2(t) >_q2(t) W2(t), q2(t) > O, t >_ O.
If one of the following conditions holds, there exist K > O, ~ > O, and an absolutely continuous function w(t), such that
(i) qlw 2 ÷ (1 + 5) (w')2 ~0 °° (q2wlw2) <-K, x/q2Wl'W2W = 0% (3.
LEMMA 3.3. Let A be a 2n × 2n bounded matrix, such that AP = PA* and HA = H + AP, where H is defined as in (1.2). Then, H is in the LP case if and only if HA is.
PROOF. Since AP = PA*, HA is also a Hamiltonian differential operator generated by the
Hamiltonian differential system Jy'(t) = [AP(t) + (Q(t) + AP)]y(t). Then, D(HA) = D(H)
is easy follows from the boundedness of A. As a result, we know the conclusion of Lemma 3.3 is valid by Lemma 2.2. | THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3. We give only the proof for (i) since the similarity of the proof for (i) and (ii). By Lemma 3.3, we can suppose C1 = C2 = 0 in (3.32), i.e.,
Q1 (t) > --ql (t) W1 (t), Q2 (t) > q2 (t) W2 (t). (3.35)
In fact, one can see this is true by taking A = diag (ClIn, C2In) in Lemma 3.3. Suppose (I) is not in the LP case, then by Lemma 2.5, ¢(t, A)fl ~ L~, for A = -iv(v ~ O) and some Z E C ~, where ¢(t,A) is defined as in (2.6). Let y = (x,u) be defined as in (3.5) 
and h(t) = z*(t)u(t), 7(t) = Re(h(t)).
Then, the same argument as in Theorem 1 gives (see (3.8)) (/0' /o' )
Ih(t)l > lira (h(t))[ ---Ivl
u*w2~ + z*Wlx -+ 21vlZ > o, (3.36) as t --* oo and ~,'(t) = x*Qlx + u*Q~u by (3.3), and hence, 
Then, (I) is in the LP case. PROOF. Take M(t) = (fo ~)2, for (i) and M(t) = (ft ~)2 for (ii). Then, (i) and (ii) of (3.48) imply (i) and (ii) of (3.47), respectively. | EXAMPLE 2. In (I), let n = 1 and take Hinton and Shaw [12] also gave a LP criteria for one-dimensional Dirac systems, y2 =\-pl-~Wl -p(t) } y2 ' through discussing the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (3.50) when they studied the absolutely spectrum of (3.50). The following conditions were given, p(t) -O, wl, w2, Pl, P2, are differentiable and satisfy (see [12, PROOF. Take w(t) ----M-1/2(t 
